Dybuster School | Price List USD
General Remarks
The licenses for professional usage of Orthograph and Calcularis are
summarized under the term «Dybuster School».
The annual license fee includes:
• Usage anywhere and anytime, especially at home and at school
• Usage of learning and coaching programs
• Free usage by teachers and coaches (prices only depend on the number of students)
• Up to date version, data back-up, server communication
User Based Licenses
The students can be in different classes and from different grades. They might also
be supported by several teachers, therapists or special needs teachers. A user based
license can be transferredfrom one student to another during the license year.
Number of
classes

using a program

per student

Annual license fee
Orthograph

Calcularis

Orthograph &
Calcularis

Course compl.
Orthograph

$125.00

$125.00

$125.00

$12.50

The prices for Orthograph and Calcularis are the same. There is no rebate for a combination. If a student is to use both programs at the same time, the student needs a
license each. The minimal number of users is 5. The minimal price is therefore at least
US$ 625.00
Additional Courses for Orthograph
The Orthograph licenses contain an English vocabulary of the most frequent and
most simple 8,000 words. Additionally, there is vocabulary i.e. courses available for
German , French and Canadian French.
Program content

Vocabulary with
8’000 words each
(english/german)

Option German
«Neue Wege im Rechtschreibunterricht»

Option French
«Envol»
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Site License
The school size is calculated based on the number of students at an institution without kindergarten and 1st grade. A separation into elementary school and advanced
levels is possible.
School size

up to #students

Annual license fee
Orthograph

Calcularis

Orthograph &
Calcularis

Course compl.
Orthograph

50

$833.33

$625.00

$1’166.67

$41.67

100

$1’083.33

$833.33

$1’520.83

$54.17

150

$1’333.33

$1’041.67

$1’875.00

$66.67

200

$1’583.33

$1’250.00

$2’229.17

$79.17

250

$1’833.33

$1’458.33

$2’583.33

$91.67

300

$2’083.33

$1’666.67

$2’937.50

$104.17

350

$2’333.33

$1’875.00

$3’291.67

$116.67

400

$2’583.33

$2’083.33

$3’645.83

$129.17

+50 students

+ $250.00

+ $208.33

+ $354.17

+$12.50

The site license is independent of the actual number of students using a program. It
allows everybody at a site or institution to use a program. In contrast, class licenses
and user based licenses depend on the usage.
It makes sense to move from user based licenses to a school license, if approx. 8% of
all students, i.e. half of the students affected by dyslexia or dyscalculia, use a program,
or if a program should be made available to all students as part of inclusive schooling.
For class licenses, it makes sense to change to a school license, if approx. 30% of all
classes use a program. “Site license” does not limit the usage to the physical site. Usage is allowed anywhere.

Option French CA
«Français canadien»
(MELS/Québec)

All prices in US$ without VAT as of December 2018.

